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Manufacturing Snapshot 
RESEARCH 

Under Pressure 

Back in July, the Performance of Manufacturing Index (PMI) 

dipped into contractionary territory for the first time in 82 

months. There was no reprieve in August. Yes the index edged 
marginally higher to 48.4, from 48.1, but it is still clearly below 

the 50 mark that delineates expansion from contraction. As we 

suspected, this means that the contraction signalled in July was 

no aberration. The PMI is a survey of outcomes not sentiment. 
So the weakness is not a reflection of fear or uncertainty about 

what might lie ahead. It provides a guide to what is happening. 

There is no doubt the manufacturing sector is under duress 

(much like it is elsewhere in the world at present). 

Lower Order 

The details only add to the sense of retreat. Production 

contracted in August, as new orders have collapsed over the 
past couple of months. From a below normal 52.2 in June, new 

orders slumped to 48.5 in July, before falling further to 45.6 in 

August. This is the lowest reading in 10 years. New orders are 

now nearly 10 index points below their long term average of 
55.1. For a good while now we have talked about capacity 

constraints and rising costs putting pressure on business, 

including manufacturers. Such things remain areas of concern 

across the economy. But, disconcertingly, the PMI adds to a 
building case over recent times that there has been a palpable 

softening in demand – at least for manufactured goods. The 

finished product stock index was the only subcomponent to 

show expansion in August. Inventory accumulation, at a time of 
contracting orders and falling production, only reinforces the 

notion that manufacturers have been surprised by demand 

weakness and looks ominous for production ahead. A falling 

new orders-to-inventory ratio led a cooling in production over 
the past two years and current indicators point to further falls 

ahead. 

Pulling Back 

In line with weak activity indicators, PMI employment was in 

negative territory for the fourth consecutive month in August. 

Yes the employment index bounced to 49.3 from a truly dismal 

level of 42.3 it plumbed in July, but it remains contractionary. 
The three month average of 46.5 suggests paid hours and 

employment in the manufacturing sector remains under 

material downward pressure. 

GDP Implications 

We think manufacturing will be a drag on NZ’s Q2 GDP figures 

when they are released next Thursday. And the PMI through July 

and August suggests the sector will also struggle to make a 
positive contribution to growth in Q3. This puts the onus on 

other sectors to support growth in the meantime. We expect 

next Thursday’s official Q2 GDP figures to show 0.3% overall 
growth, despite a decline in manufacturing. 
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